
thread painting
Dense thread painting may look intricate and difficult but it is as easy as coloring with crayons once you
know a few tricks. The most difficult aspect is controlling the distortion of the fabric, which is why we

stitched on a heavy stabilizer. We stitched pears using a straight free motion stitch, a zigzag free motion
stitch, and a circular stitch which give lots of texture but require an underlying stabilizing grid. You will

learn how the direction of the stitching affects the base fabric.

Edge finish: couched yarn with zigzag stitch

getting started
Machine set up:

Free motion
drop feed dogs

Tension:
Slightly loosen upper;

top thread should be pulled 
slightly to the back of your work

Needle:
Embroidery 90/14 

Top thread:
Any decorative;

try a medium weight to begin

Bobbin:
Ultra fine or fine polyester Draw a pear or use a rubber

stamp to create a pear image on

a heavy stabilizer. Stitch around

the outline of the pear shape. Lightly

stitch the interior following the contour of

the pear shape.

1 Fill the interior of the pear by

continuing to follow its contour

lines. Notice the stabilizer is be-

coming distorted. Press the pear and

continue to fill in the shape.

2

Press again and draw a box

around the pear. 3 Fill in the box area with a 

background color. Press. Notice

the distortion of the stabilizer. This

dense stitching is very difficult to do on a

tightly woven fabric.

4 Add some light highlights on one

side of the pear using a very pale

version of the pear color. Add

some shadow on the opposite side using

a darker shade of the pear color. Add

some shadow to the background just

under and to the side of the pear. Press.

Place a piece of fusible web on the back

of the rectangle and fuse in place. Cut

out the pear rectangle and fuse it to your

fabric page base.

5

Repeat the steps for the straight stitch

pear using a zigzag stitch. Notice how

different the pear looks. The zigzag

stitch gives a casual, energetic look to

the pear and minimizes the distortion of

the stabilizer.

Straight Stitch Pear

Zigzag Stitch Pear

•Finding images for your thread
painting can be a stumbling
block for fiber artists who don’t
think their drawing skills are ad-
equate for the task. Look
for simple rubber stamps,
outline drawings in coloring
books, nature books and
catalogs, or consider tracing your
own photographs.
You may also refer to the many
copyright free design books
available for inspiration.

tip
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